
Literacy Activities 

 

Activity Success Criteria 
 

LO: To describe senses using ambitious vocabulary. 
 
Find a photograph from a magazine, newspaper, 
book, etc. Describe what you can hear, see, smell, 
touch and feel, using adventurous vocabulary. 
 

 
I can describe using interesting adjectives. 
I can describe actions with adverbs. 
I can pick powerful verbs to describe actions. 
I can vary my sentence starters. 

 

LO: To include apostrophes for singular and plural 
possession in my writing. 
 
Play I spy in your house. Once you have discovered 
an item (eg. handle), create a sentence including a 
possessive apostrophe (eg. I cleaned the door’s 
handle this morning). 
 

 
I can identify nouns. 
I can identify what they belong to. 
I can create a phrase including a possessive 
apostrophe. 

 

LO: To create a dialogue using inverted commas. 
 
Be a spy! Spy on members in your household (as 
long as they are not having a private conversation!) 
and write the dialogue they have. You might want 
to take notes as you listen and then write it up 
afterwards. 

 
I can use inverted commas to show when someone 
is talking. 
I can include punctuation correctly within the 
speech. 
I can include a reported clause (my mother replied). 
I can vary verbs for ‘said’. 
I can ‘spice up’ the reported clause by adding an 
adverbial (my mother replied, whilst putting the 
dishes away). 
 

 
LO: To create a crossword linking to Spring. 
 
Create your own crossword relating to Spring. Start 
by making a list of words you would want to 
include. Then create a clue for each word. 
 

 
I can generate words linking to a topic. 
I can think of sentence to describe the word without 
giving it away to easily. 
I can design a crossword grid. 

 
LO: To write a film review. 
 
Write a film review for the last film you have 
watched. Write a summary of the main plot. 
Explain what you enjoyed and disliked. 
Recommend it or not to a friend and give it a rating 
out of 5. 
 

 
I can summarise a story line accurately and 
concisely. 
I can use conjunctions to explain my thoughts. 
I can give my opinion. 

 
LO: To create a diary. 
 
Keep a diary of how you keep yourself busy during 
your time away from school. Describe what 
challenges you faced during this time and how you 
overcame these. 

 
I can write in the first person. 
I can write about my experiences. 
I can use punctuation accurately, including capital 
letters, full stops, commas, inverted commas and 
apostrophes. 
I can vary my sentences starters. 
I can include different sentence types, including 
statements, questions, exclamations and 
commands. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


